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Preposition
Books

Supplies Needed:
1. highlighter
2. stapler
3. Scissors
4. glue

Directions:
• Begin by reading or having your child read 

the first page.
• Next, have them identify the preposition 

by highlighting the word.
• Finally, have them glue the picture in to 

correctly demonstrate the proposition.



The dog is above the bridge. 

The dog is across the street from the pond.  



The dog will order his ice cream after the bird.  

The dog is laying against the slide.   



The dog cares about the girl. 

Where 
is the 
Dog? 





Come along with me to the 
carnival!

Where 
are 
You? 



Can you hide amid the 
yellow and red balloon?  

You are sitting among them.



You are at the swings.  

You are going around on the 
Ferris wheel.  



You hid atop the big slide. 
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